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(:11).  We are resolute in changing humanity. I walked you through as K Seekers, it was 

not just to make a Gans or core but to get you to start thinking on your own. The Gans 

and things was a game for you to start thinking that I can I am capable. I don't need to 

be told by others I can judge for myself. It is written that independent investigation in 

the sciences is the obligation of every man. We have to and I created in a very small 

way that everybody can participate, the young and old, man or woman, every path of 

belief got involved. As a teacher I taught according to your capability of knowledge. 

Everybody takes according to his intelligence, but one thing I didn't tell you is that you 

are all intelligent and the same STM and it doesn't have a ??  level of intelligence.  

(:14). It was to get you to understand that you have a soul and you are the decision 

maker or your own physicality and destiny, not only what has been predestined meaning 

my shape and physical body but in my future and what is to come. In so many ways I 

took all the blame for the failures so my students would be proud that they have done 

nothing wrong. In many ways we all have been successful in developing and doing 

things.  ... 

(:16). The success in any teaching is not listening but participation, especially when it's 

scientific. Many of you made Gans' etc.. in the end it was for you to understand that you 

are the creator and you can do what you want. In 201? I gave the blueprints to the 

governments but their greed caused them to not share the technology but they did a lot 

of research in the background. Two years later I opened the key for all of you.   

.. we opened the medical side and that brought a lot of problems for the KF 

(:18).  I never promised you heaven, but I said I would take man to space.  

 

(: 

 

.. when we opened the space technology we shared even though they made a lot of 

threats against us. (:22). They poisoned me, blew my car up, high speed chase to kill me 

in Belgium all has been part of the excitement of this life. We shared with the 

governments and gave them a flight time lead of 10 years. That flight time lead is over. 

On the 14th and 15th of April, 10 days from today we'll open the patents in the same 

way we did it with the health and energy. That will be the Spaceship Blueprint day, part 

of it we know and part we don't, then all of us will race towards flight. Now we become 

the controller of our lives in the space. The KF will provide the facility that everyone of 

you can produce a SS, we share knowledge openly and you share it back with us, this 

has been the ethos of the KF. We'll start at 10 AM Saturday and we'll look at all aspects, 

to fly and be hungry is no good, so we'll look at all    (:24).  .. 

 

 

... we need to take this step because of what 3 or 4 governments are planning to do. 

Through opening of space in this way what we said is fulfilled. It was a promise, a 

deliberate act to eradicate the borders. For those of you who can fly, then the 

governments will have to accept that there is a need for a common ground universal 

balance. It will take 6 to 12 months to see the first departures from this planet.  (:28).  

 

(:34).  

(:36). We'll start interacting with the U Community.  ... We'll continue teaching at the 

level of the soul. Those of you who have reached the level can switch and you don't 



need a SS and you can expand the dimension of your life according to your own 

position. Every soul has the capability to become a sun and position itself accordingly 

and then manifest itself at that point. Not many will reach this point because it needs a 

lot of clarity of soul. Our date for the freedom of the man is April 14th. A number of 

people have been trained to be Mozhan, your time starts, you have been taught and now 

is your graduation. You have to be shoulder to shoulder with EC and UC members. 

Reflect on what you learned while you were with me those weeks and now you teach. 

What you teach those who want ot go into space will complete the whole structure.  

(:38). There are 5 of you and you support 5 members of the EC, now you understand 

your position and in that process you learn how to guide mankind from what you 

learned from us, during the time you were in Accra and then when I flew you to China 

to stay with me. The trip was to show that the nations don't exist and I hope you 

understood. Even though we learned a lot we realize we know little because the 

knowledge of the U is ?? ongoing. Many of you who became specialized in certain 

aspects of the T, use that and bring it out. If you have a flight system we'll allow you to 

show on the 14th.  Some have managed to achieve torrodal wind flow which  (:40). is 

the backbone of completion of the knowledge. How you change the M field will give 

you structure, energy, ofod, medicine, material, as you need and wish. This was the 

crucial point the ?? variety and diversity of MG field flow which gives the plasmatic 

wind, this is why it was so important. When there is no variation there is no movement, 

when there is a gradient it creates a wind flow and you need that Pl flow so you have a 

combination of all the strengths of the M fields that you can create everything you need 

from it, energy, matter and speeds of light and beyond. Now you understand why it is so 

crucial. As ?? some slow down or we force it to slow down it will come to the visibility 

of the matter state Gans which ?? the physicality of the SS and some will come at the 

speed that it will create protection, and some ?? will become low enough to create 

energy that it can be absorbed by the STM and not by the physicality. The space feeding 

time is very much different then what we are used ot in the planetary system. When you 

travel in the depth of space through the conditions of the Pl transformation you feed the 

soul  (:42). and not the man.  

 

 (( HERE  )))  

 

(:52).  

 

 

(:58).  ... the biggest breakthrough is the creation of M field flow, this is how the U is 

created, with the flow of M fields in the Pl condition where they slow ?? the conditions 

to created life, but with us we have a control mechanism so we can dictate what is 

created all the time. It's very much like a factory that makes cake, hundreds of cakes a 

week and each one tastes exactly the same, because we have set the recipe and have 

understood ?? for man. The image, feeling, soul, understanding will al be the same.  

(:1:00). Join us and please take the letter that is released and invite every world leader 

and scientist. Release it to the mass media. They have to know what is to come. I have 

asked each team to show what has been achieved. Doctors will show what they have 

conquered, Agriculture etc.. We dictate the condition which is very simple knowledge 

in exchange for peace for the opening of space, no other criterion. ... The end for the 

physical matter state of the man has come. Any questions.   (1:02).  Ruthi is one of most 

powerful woman in the Chinese KF.  (1:04). We rely a lot on her for what is going on in 

China.  (1:06). Q: Jay is worried that someone in their backyard may accidentally take 



out a 747, after the Blueprint will all other aircraft have to be grounded? No, we will 

conditions and situations and it is something that world leaders have to figure out, as 

long as they don't make the technology criminality and understand it is something 

everybody can do. It changes a lot of things.  (1:08). there should not be fear but we 

have to find a positive solution.  

(1:10). 

 

.. when the first flights occur governments will have to find a solution, One Nation is 

forced upon us.  (1:18).   it's checkmate for the world leaders, it's over.  

 

(1:22). Once we accept the condition of  peace we'll see the U, the only pass you need is 

to become peaceful. There will be accidents, we have lost trillions of people in the 

space, as we say due to weather conditions, hurricanes, but in the space it's a different 

shape or form, but we know in the path of universal belief, we believe in one thing, the 

existence of that accident was for our fields, or souls, to be given or spread across the U 

to become the seed for another life. It is rejoiced and not shamed or sorrowed. ??? man 

hasn't understood that ?? he goes no where, and doesn't even know he is the STM. In the 

U Community the belief is different, as is the life, the field of the U never diminishes 

and is everywhere (omnipresence), then your soul becomes part of another which could 

be higher then you. It's rejoicing that counts and not being worried about the losses. We 

will have accidents we see them everyday across the U, some of them horrendous but 

there is not much that can be done about it. It is the condition that is created. We have it 

on earth, we have hurricanes, earthquakes, all kinds of eruptions. The same occurs in 

fields, not in matter state, in different parts of the U. There is no exceptions. Don't be 

afraid of damages, be afraid of the joys and freedoms it brings. There are always 

collateral damages, always. We haven't ofund a means for controlling it, it means there 

is a need for a new conditoin.  (1:24). Q: Can we find a way to speed up the information 

sharing for this purpose?  It is as it is, open teachings, there is no other way we can do 

it. Most of what you need as a blueprint is released in the patents. Rick says the first 

paragraph of the patent pretty much sums up the whole concept of the energy and G 

reactors. Mr. Keshe asks him to read. The thing is the whole knowledge is set in my 

patents, the knowledge of the freedom of man and beyond in the space is in the patents. 

It's just that you have a knowledge, you see it and you look at it with a new light. The 

principle behind all our teachings is the freedom of sharing knowledge.  (1:26). You'll 

be amazed that after next week so many researches and weapons technology will be 

obsolete. We don't negotiate, we dictate peace through knowledge. You have to 

negotiate when you have somebody who is in opposition, with this technology there is 

no opposition.   .. we'll dismantle the wrong leadership from with inside themselves. 

World leaders will decide how to spread the knowledge, but the knowledge is already 

spread. We have made only 1 condition, T in exchange for peace and sharing it among 

all of humanity. Who can fight it, unless you have clandestine activities. The way you 

look at it, all illegal activities of groups like the Illuminati controlling the finances of the 

world, Mafia structured work, this all become irrelevant because the new money makes 

them obsolete. People who have everything don't yield to pressure. You'll see 

resistance, especially you'll see the Masons will vanish in no time.   (1:28) . ?? because 

what they thought, there will be nothing. the day we announced the opening of the 

Keshe F Coins, 2 - 3 weeks ago, just look at what got wiped out of the Stock Exchange, 

some 60 odd billion and they started an enquiry on a Saturday of that week after we 

launched the coin, because they realized that now there is a financial value behind the 

Coin. It is the first time we secure our Coin with financial means, which is the income 



from the worldwide KF operation. Science has become the backer of the currency and 

not thieving. Imaginary digging of what, people's life, loosing that.  And we see the 

change, it's a solid base on the effort of those who want to participate. ???  You saw the 

peace with N Korea and US and China, just go back and listen to those last teachings of 

2017, you see how much knowledge was released about those who were creating the 

war. I dismantled it.  (1:30). Look at what happened in the first week of January, 

because we took the backbone of those who are trying to create war, because they 

thought nobody knows. The KF is very powerful in security and structural security 18 

 

(1:32).  

 

(1:36).  

(1:38). Rick reads the patent application 2007 ...  Mr. Keshe goes through it step by 

step. If you now change (wording) to Gans' which create ... it fits perfectly. Q: Where it 

says gaseous matter you would put in Gans. Yes. Q: would it be the Gans matter 

without the water? We have shown a trick of how you can do it without (or with) the 

water, it's still in the Pl condition. If you remember the water we drink the minute it 

enters the body of man becomes a Gans or plasmatic state. Q: but can we get the 

strength of fields to an G effect?  (1:40). Yes, you will see, but you don't need a Gans, 

there is a new technique that I am teaching because one of our teams is going in that 

way. Armand knows all of it but he can't put it together, he knows exactly what I know 

and I have taught this man. He just has to put it together. There is a condition, you don't 

need any. Let me explain very clearly. In the Iranian nuclear reactor base, which the 

Russians has used in a different way. We place the radioactive materials along the wall, 

and then we had a second one which is again nuclear materials based on the side. We 

have to explain that nothing the Iranians did was harmful, it is beautiful what has been 

done. (1:42). We created a dome condition. There were a lot of concepts then, about 

different things a 2nd reactor inside, rotation. We didn't go with the rotation. We placed 

a number or radioactive materials both on the inside dome and on the floor of it. We 

vacuumed it and introduced gases in 2 directions, 2 ways into the cylinder, 1 comes in 

from the top and the other into the inside reactor. We had a condition of a motor 

running inside so it is self-contained, gases here, H placed a high level (underneath) that 

as it was needed it became a fuel tank. The inner reactor was rotated but the other one 

stationary. The inner reactor rotated in direction different from the outer. In this way we 

created the 2 fields,  (1:44). Now you have the platform which is the earth's MG field, 

by a speed of rotation and a change of the gas in any chambers we could dictate lift or 

landing. You'll see the Iranian space reactor. At that time we don't know the reactor 

needed cooling so we added it in the Belgium one. The vacuum wouldn't allow and we 

used to get a matching of the fields and had problems with it. In one test we went from 

7 kg down to 6.1 by literally adding 1 mg of gas. Here there is a dome outer and inner 

chambers, we created a M field flow, but with interaction with the outer dome which is 

fully N coated with deep n coating.  (1:46). The fields have to break and create a 

thermal shield, and this is the problem our team has at the moment, they can't break it. 

By a special way of N coating I created a dome that these fields broke and the 2 fields 

could interact. You had G field, if you could add less than 1 mg gas and loose 15% of 

weight then you see we achieved full lift, with the military conditions they were wishing 

to develop. But the next step is, this is a dynamic field, what do you do with a rotor, 

generator, you create a dynamic field and then you have matters like Cu brushes and 

coils and you collect the energy. so this system is automatically a generator. It depends 

how you slow it down. It has become like the STM and then these (fields radiating out) 



become the emotions. It is all the same. At this level here you eradicate cancer, here 

Alzheimer's. We have to understand this now. This is the body of the man. You have 

your chakras. It's no different. I have replicated it, but you don't want to see it, it's your 

problem not mine. I know the secret of the creation of the universe. I am the beginning I 

am the end. And man is very lucky to us this time, it shows our love for mankind that 

we spend so much time here to get it right. Everything is written in a language that man 

can understand.  (1:48). Iranians couldn't, now the Russians have developed it in a 

further condition. When you get lift, how many km of walls do you want to make with 

Mexico, what a shame. That's what I told you, the American scientists have no clue, as 

we say, they have fur coats and no knickers, which means they think they are wearing a 

fur coat but they have nothing underneath. They are as hollow as an egg which is rotten. 

Now it's time to change.  Read the rest of it. If you change the same thing as a Gans you 

have the same position, but instead of needing those nuclear materials in the reactor, 

you have brought in the condition of the Gans, it's the same but it's a higher spectrum of 

strength. With Gans we have a greater strength but much more open, you have to 

squeeze it to get it moving, to open it up. It's like when you have a plastic bag and you 

fill it so full that it erupts, you need to do that with the Gans, and it opens up and you 

create ignition adn ?? you do the same thing. Those of you who complained that you 

lost some balls, you reached this point but you never understood.  Armand has been on 

the verge of flying so many times  (1:50). and I just let it go, I don't say anything 

because I am just the monitor, I have done and delivered and made a copy. Now other 

teams are reaching the same point. .. you'll see next week. I will show the Iranian 

reactors. I thank the leader of Iran for allowing us to take the reactor out. No nation does 

this unless it's peaceful. I came from Iran in 2009 and made the tests. The Belgium's, 

Americans were watching that no information would leak out. And every  time they saw 

us close they planned the next murder. They thought they could steal it, but they never 

understood, they thought the key was in there but it was somewhere else. This patent is 

a total patent for any space (program). When you go to deep space you'll see these kind 

of reactors, very simple ones. Because it is used for the creation of matter. These kind of 

physical reactors that are fixed, that matter in that condition will be fixed. Our scientific 

team will show you have they have been making materials the same way. The research 

centers are owned by the KF. None of contribute a penny to the KF, you come and take 

but we spend everything we have on developing the new T. All of you who come, in a 

way you become a thief in the night, you just take and don't put back. ... but I want to 

see how many of you every passed the point, you don't even share with anybody else. 

We have a situation in Austria and Germany they came and stole from everybody else 

and now they are begging for their bread.  learn with this T, if you don't share it is taken 

away from you, because you are taking from the Totality and you can't do that.     

(1:53). Rick continues....  introduced gases , He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe.  Now change these 

gases to H, Deuterium, Tritium and you get exactly the same, you get due to the 

interaction of the fields which due to the atomic strength mass create different 

conditions  (1:54). 1 is a slower and 1 faster and the interaction between the ?? 2  which 

G and M at the same time in the same Pl in the same Gans energy. But you put in your 

Gans rectors, where you put your Gans, an empty hollow ball. You always filled all 

your reactors, go back on the teachings and I referred you to put an empty ball in. What 

is going to happen?   (1:56). He annotates on the patents page, so now let's say you put 

the Gans' in this one. Put an empty ball in here. Remember when we did high rotation 

and in created that empty hollow center. Now that center you create from the empty ball 

here becomes matter independent fields, this is just what you need, but the beauty of 

this independent field is because of the variation of the Gans' you put in, it has its own 



layers inside. You come back to the same independent field flow. Those of you who lost 

the balls, who could see fields flowing, if you put field flow internally, empty one, now 

it's not the Gans' which do the work, it's the fields which get created in this cavity which 

becomes. You become independent of matter and none of you have seen this. And it 

will still be in layers and you dictate how you want to fly. Nothing has change, here you 

used gases and whatever, and there you change it to the Gans of H, deuterium and 

Tritium. It is the same. I couldn't do it with the nuclear (they stopped him in Belgium), 

but these guys didn't know that I come from the origin of the creation in the sense of the 

U. I know every way to do it, so I went to the Gans. If you stop me with the Gans I will 

sow you something else, which you will kick yourself about. Much easier then Gans but 

much more powerful. In your Gans balls you put an empty ball inside  (1:58). the 

material stays outside but the center is hollow with fields and is the same as whatever is 

outside, in layers by layers. Now change this hollow center in the shape of a man, now 

you see how the STM can fly. And you have this, it's called the brain of the man. You 

don't need a SS, man needs a gadget to show. You have a ?? there is no difference if you 

look ?? of each other. This is why we taught you all 3 levels matter and Gans state and 

the STM. It is exactly the same. You have to understand this, then you (it) can work. I 

said to those who work with the space system, drop an empty ball in, they said why an 

empty ball. This is what it does, it becomes your reactor, independent, matter energy. 

We have the same thing in the center of the earth and the center of the sun. Centrifuge 

doesn't mean only for matter state, it's the same the Gans and the gas and the Pl, but 

then the Pl dictates its own field. I said to Armand you lost 2 of your balls because you 

didn't understand what you did with it. Then the same when you do a space reactor T 

(Star Formation)  where you put the H in the top reactor, and Deuterium and tritium in 

the base reactors, you need to   (2:00). you need to put a spot of one of the Gans in the 

other ones that they all have a line to connect, otherwise they have no where and go 

everywhere until they find (a place). You need this 1 spot or drop in each of them, that 

you line up the connection and they ofllow. Then you have the 3 layers of the fields and 

it gives you physicality. The space T is so complete I don't know why none of you see 

it. The SS is there, but then you have the field flow, how do you want to cut it. 1 angle 

gives you 1 kw, ?? satellite on the top in this pattern ?? go further down. One city needs 

1 satellite and the rest will cut. You put a cutter in your frig and freezer. You make a 

field that as you walk your soul receives the energy it needs. You don't need to eat. You 

don't need to waste your time to slave to live to survive, you go on the beach, if you are 

happy to make something you make something. Nobody can take it away from you. 

From next week on, even if you understand what is here on this page, the borders are 

finished, we have become One Nation. We have no choice.  (2:02). I can fly in the 

center of Washington, and a lot of you can do, fly to the Oval office and let the 

President tell you why he is killing.  (2:02). This is the potential, respect out of equality 

not out of fear.  

.. if the interaction of the STM leads to the physicality of the man, why shouldn't it do it 

in your reactors. It is the limitation of understanding not the facts.  Rick continues to 

read..   (2:04).  

 

... this happens in the upper atmosphere .. Our factories are hidden sources of space 

fuels  (2:08). but we won't disclose it until the time is there. They are the space fuel 

centers. I developed it that way. I have disclosed everything to Armand he knows 

exactly what it is. We are creating space fuels that you can tank anywhere. The 

knowledge is shared they can't destroy anything anymore.      Rick asks about the empty 

ball. Even if it has air in it, it is in a vacuum. Q: what about the interference of O, 



because I am confused. Are we still trying to create a H plasma or is it only the fields 

that will be in that center empty ball? Only fields.  Q: so the H is only in the gaseous 

reactor? Yes, it is only the fields. (2:10). Q: with the Gans' there is still H involved? It 

doesn't matter, it's irrelevant it's only the fields of it. When you deprive it ... this is part 

of the teaching you forgot, he draws a spiral, you put a filter so you go deeper in the 

strength, now when you put a hollow inside (empty ball), you filter up to here. this is 

your filter point. You haven't filtered the rest of it, so this sits in the ball. It's the 

stronger part you filtered. When you have a ball, even though to you it looks empty, but 

to me and the U, this is very packed here, very strong, then you have the next strength, 

and the next, do you understand? Q: It makes sense to me, but when you have other 

things mixed in there?  It doesn't matter, the matter states get pushed out, the matter 

conditoin of the Gans gets pushed out. In reality what's going ot happen is this layer 

disappears, you open the reactor and say, where is my ball. You haven't lost your ball, 

the composition of the ball because of the pressures of the Gans' and the fields has 

dissolved this into its energy level and not the matter level. The ball hasn't passed 

through the walls of the reactor, it has converted into plasma condition field strength.  

(2:12). Q: if o were in the center it could combine with the H to form water? No it can't 

be, it's a centrifuge condition which has the same effect as the vacuum, the heavier mass 

goes where. this is why we use centrifuge or vacuum, or the combination of the both, 

we use them for the creation of the interaction of the fields. When you create a vacuum 

on its own it's just layering, when you mix vacuum with centrifuge you force the 

conditoin of the interaction of the fields which gives you G and M. This is something 

that scientists don't understand. Maybe for the first time you understand why we use 

both in these reactors. And rotation, it's very important. You can keep this reactor totally 

solid, you just need to rotate the center. If you rotate this (outer reactor) you get 1000 

times force, but if you can rotate the center column you get 1000 to the power of 1000. 

Nobody understands this. One touches the center and the other plays with the boundary.  

(2:14). This is why in all the tests, when you put wings on your balls when you are 

rotating you are mixing of a higher order, whereas if you just rotate the outer reactor 

you are getting a weaker order. It's a higher order of magnitude. I tried to explain this 

before with the chili and by mixing it the odor gets stronger because you go to the 

center of it. When you mix from the center you use dynamic field flow. A 1000 to 

power of 1000, now you se you create a M field flow pressure. These are the principles 

we have to understand.  If you put a "free ball" and Gans' around it and mix it, my god 

the power is unimaginable. In the coming weeks, what we are developing, it's in the 

patents, transportation of a box in which you can put anything you want in it and 

transport the whole box. For example, a village woman in China makes a Gans and you 

want to buy it, we can deliver it directly to you for a cost less then 1cent. This is zero 

time communication transportation. You just have to understand that your envelop is 

not a square anymore, it's the hollow center (in middle or rotating reactor). It's so 

simple. This is the biggest disaster for shipping lines. Who wants to stay 5 days. Sailing 

will be for pleasure and not for shipping anymore.  (2:18). Amazon is looking for a 

center in US, but this is now obsolete. Let's start working together from next week as 

One Nation, and you can carry a pencil from the factory to the point of delivery, cost 

zero. It's in the patent, it's the envelop you deliver and it has no mass restrictions, it sits 

inside and outside you carry. the game has changed. The conditions you create will 

force us all to become One Nation. You were a amazed at how long it took for the 

computer to take over, you'll be shocked how long it takes to change the plasma, 

everything for all of us. I can show you how to make a shoe the size and color you like 

and you can go out everyday with different shoes, it can change (color or whatever) 



every second as you walk. I opened the door, the cat is out and you are the cat, you 

carry the knowledge, not me. I kept the cage for the cat to be tamed, now it's tamed I 

open it, all of you. If you understand my teachings, it's not about me, everyone of you 

becomes man of space.  (2:20). ... we can all go to the North Pole if any of you delivers. 

Understand the T and you can play with it the way you like. If you have an O in the 

center you can't, if you have a H then it takes over, or unless you want to create and 

envelop that carries that O and then you play, the game delivers. Q: then there is 

potential to create water from the reactor. Oh my god why are you worried about the 

water, you feed the soul and it creates what it needs. You are not getting the message 

are you? Well I was thinking about creating new materials in places where there isn't 

water. You can do. Q: It's that empty bubble in the middle, that's the important place 

where the fields are, and the key to the soul also exists. The systems that we have, 

Armand has devoted his life to developing different flight systems  (2:22). and he gets 

more disappointed because he doesn't ofllow the path, if he would he would have flown 

4 years ago, he keeps jumping. It has to be learned by many and now is the time. Then it 

can't be shutdown. Man is ready to go through that phase because we had to establish 

everything in that position. The most essential thing for mankind was the establishment 

of the EC and 2nd was the UC, the 3rd is that humanity is so tied up with money that we 

had to create a Coin to link it to them so they are happy that they have something of the 

?? that it comes from their soul. Now the government is ready to go, we just need 10 

days of building it up and you'll all the knowledge has been on the table. the top people 

in the KF will present their cases. They will shock the world leaders. We expect to be 

shut down, but we'll find another way to teach or they accept the new condition and it 

can't be hidden. That's why even today I teach this way. It's my intellectual right and I 

have the right ot share it freely. You can hide your millions in the banks.  (2:24). I share 

my wealth freely with all of you. Shame, nobody understands, the one who has less 

shares more, the ones who have more are afraid to share. Now they become a slave to it. 

From Bahuala, We test the world with fire and man with gold. And many of those who 

?? got the gold have failed. We just keep on testing. You will see the development of 

new materials, systems, I am expecting news any moment that we have broken through 

the Pharmaceutical beyond imagination. The data is getting checked ... it becomes part 

of the total understanding where pharmaceuticals will have no more power over 

mankind because you can do it yourself. The centrifugal forces dictates that the heavier 

elements goes to the outside, and then the conversion comes into it, then you'll find out 

why water becomes irrelevant because it goes to the outside of the empty ball.   (2:26). 

If you put a drop of your blood in each of the reactors then the E of your soul and 

perfection of your soul will dictate the motion of your craft. 'I want to send a cup of tea 

across the world to Katmandu because this is exactly what she likes' your E condition of 

the system will carry it through and she'll have her cup of tea as if you were sitting next 

to her giving it to her. And if you understand more you can transfer it through the soul, 

she would say, 'oh who gave me a cup of tea'. This is exactly when they say I was 

thinking about you and now you phoned, this is exactly how you do it.   Rick 

continues...  the interaction of 2 M fields. This is what I call plasma field flow. ... if they 

can bring it down then they can control it, then you get your dome. In the Iranian system 

we created the dome with the N material of the high order. When you create N layers 

you have to understands the order of the layers M field absorption.  (2:28). Q: Where is 

the MF2 , one gives you the mass and one the reduction. The point where the M field 

finds balance it becomes the layer of the surface. F1 is in the center and F2 the 

periphery, but the strength varies as it moves out. Q: Could there be a barrier between 

them .. they created themselves by an order of magnitude.  (2:30). As you go between a 



different order of magnitude you interact. It's like going from a liquid to a solid you 

have an interface, and because it's dynamic it creates a friction, G, if it's on the opposite 

side what is common between them is G, and what is dissimilar creates repulsion or M 

field. There is something important. A lot of you use very funny terminology. Make 2 

pads at a 2:1 ratio and lay your leg in between, pad #2 is stronger and a giver, #1 is a 

taker but at the same time it gives, what the other one needs. You get an IL interaction. 

2 is 7.0 alkalinity and 1 is 6.9, because you created the ratio.  (2:32). You increase the 

ratio to 3:1 the PH goes to 8 and 6.5; then you increase to 14 times more in #2, then the 

PH goes to 14 and 2. Then you increase further to 24 times in #2, then #1 goes to near 0 

PH in acidity.  (2:34). the order of magnitude determines the alkalinity or acidity, 

because you define it, that #2 becomes G and #1 M. The more you give faster the less 

(#1) can give back because it doesn't have time to process. SO it moves toward greater 

alkalinity and the other to acidity. Now you know how to load your reactors, then by 

change in field strength you can ascend or descend. You use the same mass, you don't 

need to change fuel. Then at that point in change form alkalinity to acidity you get a 

friction between the 2 field strengths which is like a light. Like when the sun's rays hit 

the earth you get that condition. This is why when they video the UOFs they just get a 

flash of light. those are real, it's there and a millisecond later it moves, because they 

changed one reactor from alkalinity to acidity, giving and taking a change in direction 

of flow, and heat up the flow, and then by ratio if you change the mass of H or Tritium 

you create lift or descent and strength. You go beyond the speed of light by thousands 

of times. Very simple, the interaction creates a flow and the conditions the same. You 

will see the rotation of light, I have asked our team to demonstrate this  (2:36). From 

next Saturday teaching, we are not showing you a flight system, we are showing you a 

system that you can make to fly, the whole purpose is to get as many as you who can to 

fly. We are not creating copycats. We are teaching you to do what we did with the 

MaGrav and the Health system. You went to the ocean to make the Gans for your wife 

with cancer. Don't expect to come next week to see a flying system, I will show you the 

Iranian system which leads to the flight. When a nation is peaceful it has no fear of 

abuse of its technology and this is what we see with the Iranian nuclear reactors. The 

nation is peaceful the knowledge is shared. The Iranian nation was made the devil 

because the devil sits in Tel Aviv, they had to make them look bad, so they could 

destroy whatever they could. Unfortunately I come from that blood. And those in Tel 

Aviv are not the masters behind it, they are only the game players by the others.  (2:38). 

We force peace through this knowledge. Very soon we shall see Iran and Israel sitting at 

the peace negotiation table together. It's not a dream it is my wish. With this new T 

Moslems can land in Tel Aviv, there is no choice but to talk of peace, unification and 

the whole lot. There are only 3 million Jews and 300 + million Moslems. ... let's see 

who puts the hand of peace out.   (2:40). Q: Has the Pl fields have any shape, or are they 

like clouds? It depends on what shape you produce it and what external conditions you 

put on it. The Pl in the environmental condition is the shape of the body of the man, it 

depends on what strength the soul has and what dimension it has taken, The STM and 

the lion is the same 51 

 

(2:44). 

 

Q: Can we connect this to the AA? Why do you need to connect to AA, why not use 

your soul which has no AA and it can feed your AA. Why do you always like to work 

with the soldiers when you have the general in your hand. ...   (2:54).  

 



(3:10).   video 

 

END 

 


